Let us answer your most pressing question, "What is Invisible Stereo?" By using a device called an AUDIO TRANSUDER, and by attaching them to the inside surface of a wall or ceiling, we can turn large areas of the room's interior into actual speakers! Not only is the sound quality exceptional, the disembarrassment of the sound throughout the room is much more even and less obtrusive. Additionally, less volume is needed to create a "saturated" listening environment.

Just imagine being able to listen to your favorite Music, Videos, or TV throughout the house without the unsightly appearance of conventional speaker grills or boxes. Invisible Stereo offers you the ability to put sound where you want and where it sounds the best, not where it has to look the best. Unusual room layouts and room acoustics are accommodated much easier with Invisible Stereo and listening once again becomes a pleasure.

Invisible Stereo works with most resonant building materials, (Sheetrock, Paneling, Wood T.I.G., Tile and Cultured Marble, etc.) with resulting performance that exceeds that of In-Wall speakers cost much more. Many 1000’s of Invisible Stereo systems have been installed in the US and Abroad since 1964, and their durability is legend. When properly installed by our own Authorized Factory Dealers, the systems should last the life of the home.

Invisible Stereo is very affordable, and easily adapts to Structured Wiring, Smart Home and Distributed Audio systems. Equipment options to power our systems can range from entry level to esoteric so any particular system can be designed to fit any budget. Any systems can be designed to deliver any level of performance, from standard distributed background music to Home theaters that reach true "Thrill Ride" levels! Call us for a personal demonstration or quote today and let us provide you with a truly unique and esthetic system!

112 Sadik Cove
Byhalia, MS 38611
Maurice Boughton
901-248-7999 cellular/office
662-895-7999 after hours
invisible@midsouthbr.com
Visit us on the Web @ www.InvisibleStereo.com

Building a new Home? Remodeling? Contact us today and find out why, "Hearing Is Believing, But SEEING is out of the Question!"
It is rare indeed when an architect, designer, home builder, or customer has the opportunity to provide their client or family a truly unique product or service. Webster's dictionary defines "unique" as "one of a kind" and Invisible Stereo is just such a product.

**Looking For A Home Theatre That Looks Good?**

**Impressive Home Theatre & Whole House Audio/Video Systems**

**Totally Cosmetic Audio! No Holes, Grills Or Speaker Cabinets To Be Seen!**

23 Years Experience In Custom Home Audio / Video Design

**Your Entire House Becomes A Speaker**

We know home entertainment. Just ask our clients. Let us answer your most pressing question... What is Invisible Stereo?